
DANM 250C-01 Winter Quarter 2014

Exercise 3 Solutions

1. In some cases the mapping between astronomical filters and human-perceptible colors is
fairly straightforward, as the astronomical filters roughly approximate the passbands of
the eye. Compare the graphs of human eye responsiveness at http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Cone_cell to the graphs of astronomical filter curve response at http:

//spiff.rit.edu/classes/phys440/lectures/filters/filters.html. Which as-
tronomical filters most closely approximate the human eye? Hint 1: 1 nm = 10
Ångstrom (abbreviated Å). Hint 2: focus on the broadband filters, not the inter-
mediate or narrowband ones.

Solution:

First, mea culpa: the original version of the problem said that 1 Å = 10 nm, rather
than 1 nm = 10 Å, as is correct. The question above has this error corrected to avoid
futher confusion.

Looking at the human eye sensitivity graphs, we see that the human red color goes
from something like 500 - 650 nm, with a peak around 570 nm. The human green color
goes from about 450 - 600 nm, with a peak around 540 nm. Human blue is about 400
- 500 nm, with a peak at around 450 nm. Comparing this to the UBVRI passband
plots, and recalling the factor of 10 conversion between nm and Å, we can see that
human blue is closest to the B filter (hence the name). Human green is closest ot the
V filter. Interestingly, human red is probably closer to the V filter than it is to the R
filter, which extends to significantly longer wavelengths and peaks noticeably redward
of the human red color. This is another aspect of the human visual system being tuned
for maximum accuity in around 500 - 600 nm, at the cost of having less ability to see
out to somewhat longer wavelengths.

2. When images are taken through narrowband filters, the wavelength range is much nar-
rower than what the human eye sees, but, depending on the narrowband filters used, it
may still possible to perform an approximate mapping between filter color and human
color perception. Have a look at the famous Eagle Nebula / Pillars of Creation image
at http://hubblesite.org/gallery/album/pr1995044a/. This image was made us-
ing three narrowband filters that were then mapped to red, green, and blue. The red
channel is a close pair (called a doublet) of ionized sulfur lines at 6717 and 6731 Å,
the green channel is a hydrogen line at 6562 Å, and the blue channel is an ionized
oxygen line doublet at 3726 and 3279 Å. Compare these wavelengths to human eye
sensitivities. How closely to the colors selected to produce the Eagle Nebula image
match what a human would actually see when looking at the image? What liberties,
if any, have the image producers taken?

Solution:
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In the Hubble image, the red channel corresponds to about 6700 Å, or 670 nm. This
is actually on the very far red side of human color perception, just barely within the
perceivable range. Thus the choice to map this to red is the best one available, but a
human would only barely be able to preceive this color. The green channel is at 6562
Å, or 656 nm, and this is again almost outside the range of the human green filter,
and somewhat closer to the red. In fact, a human would certainly see this color as
red rather than green, and would probably view it is nearly identical in color to the
sulfur line that has been mapped into the red channel. Thus the image has created
a much larger color separation between the sulfur and hydrogen lines than actually
exists. Finally, the blue color is coming from radiation with a wavelength of about
3275 Å, or 327 nm. This is actually outstide the human perception range, though
only by a little, and blues are the closest colors we can see. Nonetheless, this analysis
suggests that, if these are the three dominant lines coming from the Eagle Nebula (and
the they probably are), then human eyes without any color-shifting would most likely
see the Nebula as mostly monochromatic red. The green color is the result of shifting
the hydrogen line into the green to differentiate it from the sulfur line, and shifting the
oxygen line from the ultraviolet into the blue to render it visible.

3. For images outside the optical, mapping into human-perceptible colors of course re-
quires rather more drastic transformations. Have a look at figure one of the paper at
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1401.2473v1.pdf; this image of the newborn star cluster 30
Doradus and the Tarantula Nebula around it was produced by Laura Lopez (a former
UCSC grad student). The red color shows emission at 8 µm, the green color shows
the same 6562 Å as in the previous question, and the blue color shows X-rays with
a mean wavelength of about 5 Å. Comparing these wavelengths to the approximate
wavelengths of the human eye response, by approximately what factors have the wave-
lengths been shifted in the process of translating them from the actual wavelength to
one of the colors that humans can see?

Solution:

The red color corresponds to emission whose true wavelength is 8 µm, while human
red corresponds to about 450 nm. Consulting out table of Greek prefixes, 1 µm = 1000
nm. Thus the ratio by which it has been shifted is

8µm

450 nm
=

8000 nm

450 nm
= 17.8.

The true color has therefore been shifted blueward by a factor of about 18. The green
color in the image comes from light with a true wavelength of 6562 Å, and human
green is about 540 nm. Thus the shift is a factor of

6562 Å

540 nm
=

656.2 nm

450 nm
= 1.2.

This shift is also blueward, since the true wavelength is larger than the one into which
it has been mapped. Finally, the blue color in the image comes from radiation with a
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wavelength of about 5 Å. This is a shift of a factor of

450 nm

5 Å
=

450 nm

0.5 nm
= 900.

This shift is redward, since the true wavelength is much shorter than the color into
which it has been mapped.

4. Color is also a vital tool for understanding astronomical images. Have a look at the
image of the galaxy NGC 1512 at http://hubblesite.org/gallery/behind_the_

pictures/meaning_of_color/hubble.php. That web page has a helpful tool that
lets you change the filter through which the galaxy is seen. Recalling what you know
about blackbodies, where in this image are the hottest stars located? The coolest stars?

Solution:

The hottest stars are those shown by the shortest ultraviolet wavelengths, and these
are in the knots in the spiral arm that appears in the upper left of the image. Cool
stars are traced by infrared, since their low blackbody temperature translates to long
wavelengths. Looking at the images, these cool stars are most concentrated in the
center of the galaxy. From the overall color composite, we can conclude that this is a
galaxy where old, cool stars are concentrated toward the center, while the production
of young, hot stars is occuring in the outlying spiral arms.
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